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BOULDER, Colo., July 10, 2012 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — TeamSnap, a mobile and web service used by almost a million and a half players, parents and coaches to manage sports teams and leagues, announced that mobile device users now generate over 50 percent of the company’s daily visits. 

 While the company started with a web-only platform, the company crossed the magic threshold where it is now more of a mobile solution than a web-based one. In June the company’s mobile app for iPhones and iPads was used 650,000 times, representing 32 percent of the total TeamSnap visits for the month. The Android app and mobile device users accessing the website represented the other 18 percent of visits.

 “Players, parents and coaches are using their mobile devices to manage their lives, and this in turn is driving explosive growth of our mobile apps,” said David DuPont, TeamSnap CEO. “We launched the iPhone app with little fanfare in Dec of 2010, a mere 19 months ago, and now it is about a third of our visits. The Android app is on almost exactly the same trajectory. That and the fact that iPhone visits are still growing rapidly tell us that mobile devices will soon be the overwhelming platform of choice for people using TeamSnap.”

 Due to this dramatic shift towards mobile devices, TeamSnap also announced that it is working on extending the features specifically for coaches and team managers in its mobile apps. The goal is to allow coaches and team managers to perform all key team management functions right from the field, gym, or rink. For example, TeamSnap will add the ability to change the schedule, track payments, and update team contact information all while on the go. In addition, it is working on an iPad-optimized version of its app.

 About TeamSnap:
 TeamSnap is an award-winning mobile and web service for managing recreational and competitive sports teams and groups. With a simple but powerful interface, TeamSnap makes it easy to keep track of Rosters, Schedules, Game and Practice Attendance and Availability, Team Payments, Statistics and much more. Comprehensive messaging functions keep everyone in touch, and with a strong focus on usability and simplicity, TeamSnap is software that people actually find fun to use.

 With enthusiastic customers in 135 countries, and teams representing over 100 different sports as well as non-sport groups, TeamSnap has quickly become the fastest-growing team and group management solution on the planet. 

 Learn more at: http://www.teamsnap.com .

News issued by: TeamSnap, Inc.
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ABOUT THE NEWS SOURCE:

TeamSnap




Since it was formed in 2009, TeamSnap has been passionately dedicated to taking the hassle out of managing, coaching, or organizing team sports and groups. While we have continued to grow, innovate, and add new features based on feedback from our millions of loyal customers, our mission remains the same: build a great product that any parent, coach, team manager, group organizer or sentient robot can pick up and use immediately.
More Information: https://www.teamsnap.com/
Follow: Twitter |  Facebook  |  Instagram |  LinkedIn |  YouTube |  Pinterest
 RSS News Feed for TeamSnap




LEGAL NOTICE AND TERMS OF USE: The content of the above press release was provided by the “news source” TeamSnap or authorized agency, who is solely responsible for its accuracy. Send2Press® is the originating wire service for this story and content is Copr. © TeamSnap with newswire version Copr. © 2012 Send2Press (a service of Neotrope). All trademarks acknowledged. Information is believed accurate, as provided by news source or authorized agency, however is not guaranteed, and you assume all risk for use of any information found herein/hereupon.
Rights granted for reproduction by any legitimate news organization (or blog, or syndicator). However, if news is cloned/scraped verbatim, then original attribution must be maintained with link back to this page as “original syndication source.” Resale of this content for commercial purposes is prohibited without a license. Reproduction on any site selling a competitive service is also prohibited. This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0 Unported License.
Story Reads as of 2024-04-10 04:42:27: 2,166 views
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Located in Temecula, Calif., USA
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